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Retention of the Australian Building 

and Construction Commission (ABCC) 

THE ISSUE  

The presence of the ABCC on the Industrial landscape has reduced the number of working days 

lost and overall number of disputes dramatically.  

When the ABCC was first formed in October 20051, the number of disputes was approximately 

150. By March 2007 this had precipitously declined to 33, with number of days lost declining 

from 81,000 to 6,9002 in the same period. 

Between June 2012 and September 2016 when the ABCC was replaced with the Fair Work 

Building and Construction Commission, the overall number of disputes rose from 53 to 93.  

When the ABCC was reinstated in December 2016, the number of disputes fell, and have been 

approximately half of the September 2016 figure. These 93 disputes dropped and have 

remained almost half of this figure up to the latest figures of September 2021. In the same 

period, the days lost has declined by approximately 50% from 37,200 to 18,500. The tables and 

graphs in footnote 5 show this trend quite dramatically. 

The illegal conduct3 of militant unions such as the CFMEU has been well documented and 

$14.7 Million in fines were issued4, from 79 successful cases against the union in the last 5 

years alone5.  

With illegal behaviour being repeatedly used on sub-contractors6 , we fear that any reduction in 

the ABCC’s powers or its abolition by a future government would bring significant disruption 

back to the building industry, especially on major projects. This would be particularly damaging 

at a time when skills shortages, natural disasters and supply chain problems make the industry 

especially vulnerable to threats of illegal industrial action. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
COMMITMENT SOUGHT  
 

• That the ABCC be retained and supported in its current form by a future Federal 

Government. 

 

 
1 https://www.abcc.gov.au/about/who-we-are/history-agency  
2 https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/labour/earnings-and-work-hours/industrial-disputes-australia/latest-release#long-term-trends  
3 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-18/construction-union-cfmeu-ordered-pay-damages-to-boral/6786620  
4 https://www.masterbuilders.com.au/Newsroom/Why-we-need-the-ABCC  
5 https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/construction-watchdog-says-lawlessness-will-thrive-without-oversight-20220308-
p5a2n1.html  
6 https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/workplace/builders-threaten-to-bring-in-accc-over-alleged-union-boycotts-20210304-p577r3  

https://www.abcc.gov.au/about/who-we-are/history-agency
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/labour/earnings-and-work-hours/industrial-disputes-australia/latest-release#long-term-trends
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-18/construction-union-cfmeu-ordered-pay-damages-to-boral/6786620
https://www.masterbuilders.com.au/Newsroom/Why-we-need-the-ABCC
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/construction-watchdog-says-lawlessness-will-thrive-without-oversight-20220308-p5a2n1.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/construction-watchdog-says-lawlessness-will-thrive-without-oversight-20220308-p5a2n1.html
https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/workplace/builders-threaten-to-bring-in-accc-over-alleged-union-boycotts-20210304-p577r3


 

 
 

Occupational Licensing – Automatic 

Mutual Recognition (AMR) 

THE ISSUE  

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and with identified skills shortages affecting Australian 

Industry, it is imperative that as a nation we utilise any improvements in the productive capacity 

of our businesses and our citizens available to us. Maintaining multiple licences across 

Australian Commonwealth jurisdictions is costly and inefficient, due to the mobile nature of its 

workforce and the specialized nature of many businesses, the electrical industry and its 

workforce is adversely affected by the current occupational licensing arrangements. 

It has been estimated by PWC7 that introducing a comprehensive AMR scheme could result in 

an increase in productivity of $2.4 Billion over 10 years and benefit 168,000 people per year 

including 44,0008 people that would not have been eligible to work across state jurisdictions 

previously. 

Whilst the Federal Government has made good progress in this area, we feel that the job needs 

to be finished.  Individual states can embrace AMR and maintain their own regulatory regimes, 

whilst working towards harmonisation of licensing through the existing COAG arrangements to 

encourage individual states to come up to the best jurisdictional standard and not down to the 

lowest common denominator. As a side benefit, a central AMR database would provide reliable 

statistics for national workforce planning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT  

• We call on the Federal Government to create an independent authority (along the lines 

of the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency model) to centralize the 

occupational licensing data utilising section 51(xx) of the Constitution. 

 

• The Federal Government incentivise the state and territories as a matter of urgency to 

make AMR a reality by 2025.

 
7 https://deregulation.pmc.gov.au/priorities/economic-impact-assessment-amr-occupational-licensing  
8 https://deregulation.pmc.gov.au/priorities/improving-occupational-mobility  

 

https://deregulation.pmc.gov.au/priorities/economic-impact-assessment-amr-occupational-licensing
https://deregulation.pmc.gov.au/priorities/improving-occupational-mobility


 

Harmonised Security of Payments 

Framework – Delivering on the Murray 

Review 

THE ISSUE  

The Building and Construction Industry accounts for 30% of all insolvencies across all sectors9.   

As identified in the Murray Review10 the most vulnerable businesses in the supply chain are 

sub-contractors and are especially vulnerable to interruptions of cash flow.  

In the wake of the COVID19 Pandemic, with the payment of Job Keeper and relaxations to the 

rules regarding insolvency, coupled with a recent period of increased consumer spending from 

pent-up demand and government incentives, insolvencies are increasing.  Additional 

intelligence11 suggest that there is a high probability of a wave of business failures in the next 

term of Parliament, Probuild and Condev failures are just two recent examples. This situation 

will be exacerbated due to fixed price contracts entered into by builders, and massive upwards 

pressure on costs, with existing tight margins and poor cash flow exposure. 

Whilst governments cannot control all aspects of the economy and prevent unprofitable 

businesses failing, it can ameliorate foreseeable risks to many SME’s by taking decisive action 

on some of the outstanding recommendations in the review especially with respect to the use of 

statutory trusts as laid out in recommendation 85 of the Murray Review, and by driving a 

nationally consistent approach. The Commonwealth could use Section 51 (i), and (xx) of the 

Constitution to give effect to this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT  

• The Federal Parliament seek urgent agreement between the States for a one tier 

Nationally consistent Security of Payments system. 

• The Australian Parliament seek urgent agreement with the States for the nationally 

consistent application of recommendation 84 of the Murray Review regarding Unfair 

Contract Terms. 

• Lead industry in completing a review of Australian Standards (AS) AS 2124 and AS 

4000, which have not been reviewed since the mid 1990’s and do not reflect current 

contract law standards.

 
9 https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Insolvency_construction/Report/c02  
10 https://www.sasbc.sa.gov.au/files/1042_review_of_security_of_payment_laws_final_report_published.pdf  
11 https://www.jirschsutherland.com.au/latest-news/australias-construction-sector-ticking-time-bomb/  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Insolvency_construction/Report/c02
https://www.sasbc.sa.gov.au/files/1042_review_of_security_of_payment_laws_final_report_published.pdf
https://www.jirschsutherland.com.au/latest-news/australias-construction-sector-ticking-time-bomb/


 

Skills – Electrotechnology’s 

Importance to the Australian Economy 

THE ISSUE  

The Joyce Review 12 identified in recommendation 4.1 that; “Industry-owned and government-

registered Skills Organisations to be set up to take responsibility for the qualification 

development process for their industries and to control their training packages.” We whole 

heartedly support this recommendation. Commissioner Joyce in his expanded remarks also said 

“Industry-owned organisations would be best placed to control the pace of change of 

qualifications for their industries and develop their qualifications more quickly and cost-

effectively. Businesses in Australia already have processes for developing national 

representation and accounting for regional differences within their respective industries. Skills 

Organisations will be able to draw on these processes and bring industries together around their 

qualification process”. As it currently stands,  the Electrotechnology training curriculum is 

dangerously out of date. Along with several stakeholder groups MEA has made a submission 

for a new Energy, Renewables and Emerging Technologies Skills Cluster to be formed. 

The Electrotechnology sector is undoubtably one of the most vital to the Australian economy, 

cutting across all industries like no other skill set. Using the definition of the Australian Industry 

and Skills Committee there are six13 main industry sectors: 

• Electrical Services (Electricians) 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Industrial Control 
• Electronics and Computers 
• Refrigeration and Air-conditioning 
• Renewable and Sustainable Energy 

Although all are important, in an increasingly connected world and Net Zero being a central 
plank of National and International policy settings, Electronics and Computers plus Renewable 
and Sustainable Energy are especially urgent in this term of government.  

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT  

• A future Federal Australian Government to support the Electrotechnology industry to 

have its own Energy, Renewables and Emerging Technologies Skills Cluster, 

recognizing its unique reach across all facets of the economy and not just the building 

and construction sectors. 

• Retention of the successful Boosting Apprenticeship Commencements (BAC) scheme in 

some form, to address skills shortages and to increase the rate of commencements.  

 
12 https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/strengthening-skills-independent-review-australia-vets_1.pdf  
13 https://nationalindustryinsights.aisc.net.au/industries/electrotechnology  

https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/strengthening-skills-independent-review-australia-vets_1.pdf
https://nationalindustryinsights.aisc.net.au/industries/electrotechnology


 

Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

THE ISSUE  

With the Federal Government committing Australia to Net Zero targets, DER will be a vital part 

of the solution to meet our international obligations.  

To allow for a truly diverse DER strategy that does not overly rely on the large-scale solar farms 

and makes the best use of rooftop solar in domestic homes, soak tariffs need to work in concert 

with bi-directional Electric Vehicle (EV) chargers. By explicitly planning for this, we can best 

utilise the growing capacity of EV batteries to soak up the excess supply on the network during 

the day14 to then provide the energy needed for nighttime requirements, without the need for 

other on-call sources of generation.  

With Solar PV now being a mainstream part of the market, we should consider moving 

subsidies away from Solar and towards batteries and EV, in concert with home solar to drive 

consumer behaviour to the DER phase to make the most efficient use of the stocks of rooftop 

solar in the market.  

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT   

• A future Federal Government urgently accelerate the uptake of soak tariffs and other 

time of use (TOU) tariffs to drive consumption patterns and make the best use of the 

resource of domestic and commercial solar PV installations. 

• The Federal Government to promote a preference for bi-directional enabled EV’s in 

consumer purchasing incentives. 

• The Federal Parliament to support a preference for bi-directional enabled EV’s in 

government fleet procurement policy. 

• Removal of Small-Scale Technology Certificates (STC’s) and Renewable Energy 

Certificates (REC’s) from the mature Solar PV sector and transfer this funding into 

battery and EV incentives to stimulate this nascent market. 

• If STC are retained, expand the number of accreditation bodies and introduce 

competition. 

• If STC are removed, establish a regime that electrical contractors operating within DNSP 

rules and after completing the Cert IV in PV, is the requisite licensing regime to maintain 

standards and enforced by state jurisdictions.  

 
14 https://www.volkswagen-newsroom.com/en/press-releases/convenient-networked-and-sustainable-new-solutions-for-charging-
electric-volkswagen-models-7695  

https://www.volkswagen-newsroom.com/en/press-releases/convenient-networked-and-sustainable-new-solutions-for-charging-electric-volkswagen-models-7695
https://www.volkswagen-newsroom.com/en/press-releases/convenient-networked-and-sustainable-new-solutions-for-charging-electric-volkswagen-models-7695


 

Power of Choice Metering (POC) – 

Delivery on the Promise of “Choice” 

and “Efficiency” 

THE ISSUE  

Power of Choice (POC) metering reforms were designed to promote choice and efficiency in the 

delivery of energy to the end point consumer. Whilst they have partly delivered on the promise 

of choice, more work needs to be done with tariff reform in a DER environment and recognizing 

the potential of “smart” meters. The promise of efficiency has not been achieved, and the 

delivery of metering services has been made considerably more complex with an overall 

increase in delay for new connections and metering changes. 

The increase in layers of administration and stakeholders with the advent of POC has meant 

that connection times and changes to metering are taking longer. The greatest bottleneck is the 

installation and replacement of meters. This is also slowing down the roll-out of smart-meters to 

enable the transformation of the grid and provision of more consumer choice. There is a skilled 

and underutilised workforce that could fill this gap rapidly – licensed electrical contractors could 

become Authorised Service Providers (ASP’s) to reduce connections times, improve consumer 

experience, reduce smart-meter roll out costs and help facilitate a swifter transition to a 

responsive electricity grid that can take advantage of DER opportunities. 

One of the key objectives of the reforms was to increase Demand Side Participation (DSP)15.  

With the advances in technology since the POC review16 in 2012 and the opportunities offered 

by battery technology and EV in being able to drive DER efficiencies in the energy market, we 

believe that this needs to be updated to reflect the changes in technology and the government’s 

commitment to Net Zero and carbon reduction targets.   

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT  

• The Federal Parliament to review the POC agenda and metering rules landscape with a 

focus on improved processes and DER opportunities. 

• A future Federal Government to promote legislation to enable suitably qualified electrical 

contractors to become Authorized Service Providers (ASP).   

• Review the effectiveness of current “ring fencing” arrangements where Distribution 

Network Service Providers (DNSP’s) have metering provider businesses in addition to 

their network provision status and the negative effect and delays experienced in 

coordinating metering changes. 

• In line with our submission on DER, rationalise some of the agencies and processes in 

the retailing and metering environments to remove complexity and promote efficiency.  

 
15 https://www.aemc.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/e78d940f-7257-4e5b-8a0d-b7f968d1f988/Directions-Paper.PDF  
16 https://www.aemc.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/2b566f4a-3c27-4b9d-9ddb-1652a691d469/Final-report.pdf  

https://www.aemc.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/e78d940f-7257-4e5b-8a0d-b7f968d1f988/Directions-Paper.PDF
https://www.aemc.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/2b566f4a-3c27-4b9d-9ddb-1652a691d469/Final-report.pdf


 

Australian Supply Chain Security – 

Incentivising Australian Manufacturing 

THE ISSUE  

Many of the priorities in this submission (Skills, Licensing reform, DER, Review of Standards 

Australia, POC metering) support this issue. Australia is a high skills economy, with excellent 

Occupational Training and Tertiary Education infrastructure. We possess all the minerals and 

rare-earth elements necessary to become a manufacturing economy once more, supported by 

carbon neutral energy resources.  

There are several reports sitting before the Federal Parliament that deal with the creation of new 

industries that could be supported by our abundant supply of the raw materials required, and 

our ability to utilise our natural energy resources if we make energy cost effective and reliable.  

We believe that this can be achieved by accelerating the take-up of Home Energy Management 

Systems (HEMS), home batteries, electric vehicle batteries, and the rollout of smart metering to 

make DER a reality. 

The electrical industry and the skills that drive it are vital to Australia making this energy 

transition, by installing and maintaining all the technologies that will be required.  MEA stand 

ready to help advise a future Australian Government on the implementation challenges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT SOUGHT  

• An acceleration of the implementation of the CSIRO report “State of Play”17 to establish 

a domestic battery manufacturing industry and the supporting supply chain.  

• The maintaining and expansion of NATA certified testing laboratories to meet the 

requirements of the Australian economy. 

• Support for the creation of a Green Steel18 industry in Australia utilizing a power grid 

supported by DER to produce Hydrogen. 

 
17 https://fbicrc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/20-00191_MR_REPORT_FBICRC-StateOfPlayBattery_WEB_201002.pdf  
18 https://theconversation.com/green-steel-is-hailed-as-the-next-big-thing-in-australian-industry-heres-what-the-hype-is-all-about-
160282  

https://fbicrc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/20-00191_MR_REPORT_FBICRC-StateOfPlayBattery_WEB_201002.pdf
https://theconversation.com/green-steel-is-hailed-as-the-next-big-thing-in-australian-industry-heres-what-the-hype-is-all-about-160282
https://theconversation.com/green-steel-is-hailed-as-the-next-big-thing-in-australian-industry-heres-what-the-hype-is-all-about-160282

